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Abstract Cooperative communications greatly enhance the point-to-point link capability to

against channel fading, and such performance gain is expected to large wireless ad hoc net-

works. However, current cooperative networking is based on ideal assumptions of completely

known network information and centralized optimization, which is practically infeasible to

large ad hoc networks requiring unscalable control signaling overhead. In this paper, the exact

throughput of practical cooperative ad hoc network is provided, in which users make au-

tonomous decisions with regard to their network usage based on the current network conditions

and their individual preferences. Since preference of each node is shown by the achievable data

rate estimated from the channel state information (CSI) of links of each source-destination pair,

the cost of acquiring CSI is considered in the throughput analysis. Furthermore, the cooperation

beneficial condition and the operation algorithm of each node to guarantee the network op-

erating at the highest throughput are proposed. The proposed algorithm provides a way to

control network-level performance by local operations among nodes.

Keywords Ad hoc network � Game theory � Interference � Cooperative networks �
Channel state information � Stochastic geometry

1 Introduction

Recently, Cooperative communication (CC) has attracted much attention as an effective

technique to combat multi-path fading and enhance reliability for a single transmission pair

[1–6]. However, for wireless networks in which lots of users transmit simultaneously, the
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gain with cooperation may be reduced due to the increase of interference among nodes

(i.e., network interference), as shown in Fig. 1. Since performing cooperation may be

costly in terms of interference, energy, and bandwidth, in wireless networks, whether CC

still outperform direct transmissions (DT) is questionable [7–14].

On the way to the development of CC, the practical benefits and limitations is needed to be

understood. Especially, it becomes critically important to study how the performance gain of

cooperative diversity at the physical layer can be reflected at the network layer, thus ultimately

improving application performance [15–19]. The throughput of wireless cooperative networks

in a regular linear network scenario is discussed in [20]. By introducing stochastic geometry

[21, 22], the performance of cooperative ad hoc networks are discussed in [17, 23–27], which

has insights about the performance for fixed densities of nodes. However, these works still did

not capture the operation of practical ad hoc networks—each heterogeneous autonomous node

only can choose its transmission strategy based on its own transmission performance. Since

optimally and centrally deciding the transmission strategy (i.e., DT or CC) of each source is not

practically available, in practice, each node performs individual decision on whether con-

ducting CC solely based on its achievable transmission data rate. In this paper, the exact

throughput of practical distributed wireless cooperative ad hoc networks is proposed, and the

similar computations can be extended to other decentralized wireless networks.

To calculate the exact throughput of practical cooperative ad hoc networks, the gains

and costs for conducting CC have to be specified, which is the basis for each source to

choose transmission strategy.

• In this paper, the gain of CC refers to the increased data rate than DT. For a source, the

achievable data rate can be estimated by the channel gains (i.e., fading and power decay

with distance) of links from the source to its destination, the source to its selected relay,

and its selected relay to its destination, which is referred to channel state information

(CSI) of each source in the rest of paper. Particularly, each source only can acquire the

CSI of links between the source, its selected relay and its destination, but not the CSI of

other source-destination pairs. The CSI can be measured by estimating the received

probing packets [28–31].

• The cost of CC refers to the time a source spent to select the best relay and to measure

and collect CSI.

Fig. 1 Cooperative
communication (CC) in wireless
ad hoc networks. The node S
represents source, the node PR�

represents the selected relay (if
the source could have one after
the relay selection process), and
the node D represents destination.
The red arrow represents the
interference from other sources
and selected relays. (Color figure
online)
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If a source makes the strategy choice only based on less CSI (i.e., only based on the channel

gain of link from the source to its destination), it saves the time to measure and collect CSI of

other links (i.e., the channel gains of links from the source to its selected relay and from its

selected relay to its destination) thus has more time for data transmission. However, the

achievable data rate may decrease if the inaccurate transmission strategy choice is made due

to the insufficient CSI. Thus, a source has to trade-off between more sufficient information to

choose strategy and the higher time cost to measure and collect the more CSI. To investigate

the impacts from gains and costs for conducting CC to the strategy choice of each source and

thus the throughput, the following two classified scenarios are discussed:

(1) The cost of acquiring CSI can be ignored: Each source can collect all CSI (the

channel gains of links from the source to its destination, from the source to its

selected relay, and from its selected relay to its destination), and then estimate the

transmission data rate by DT and CC, respectively. Network optimization is not

available due to unable to analyze interaction of heterogeneous autonomous users

[15, 32]. These interaction can be modeled by game-theoretic approaches [15, 33–

35], and the equilibrium, in which individual users cannot achieve better

performance through individual actions, is analyzed.

(2) The cost of acquiring CSI can not be ignored: At beginning, a destination only has

the CSI of link from its source to the destination. Based on the information, the

destination should decide to do DT or to spend time cost to select relay and collect

the CSI of links from its source to its selected relay, and from its selected relay to the

destination. This situation corresponds to a two-level decision [36], and the

throughput under randomized decision is analyzed.

The major contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

• We provide the first work for the exact throughput of practical cooperative ad hoc

networks in which users choose transmission strategy independently and distributively.

Moreover, the cooperation beneficial criteria of maximum transmission range and

traffic load and the throughput improvement are identified, which show the system

performance benefits by CC based on each user’s voluntary.

• After the system performance benefits by cooperation is derived, the distributive

procedure of each node to achieve the system performance benefits is more concerned.

We propose an operation algorithm which guarantees the largest throughput of both the

node and the network to be achieved. The proposed algorithm provides a way to control

the global network performance distributively and independently by controlling the

operation of the local transmission pairs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the network

model. The game-theoretic formulation, decision problem formulation and analysis of the

wireless ad hoc networks are discussed in Sect. 3. The performance evaluation results are

provided in Sect. 5. We summarize and draw a conclusion in Sect. 6.

2 Network Model and Relay Selection Protocol

2.1 Network Topology and Channel Model

We consider an ad hoc network which is time-slotted with the slot duration of t seconds

and all nodes can transmit and receive packet simultaneously. The spatial distributions of
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all nodes follow homogeneous Poisson point processes (PPPs) U with density k [9, 37, 38].

The probability that a node has packets to transmit in a time slot is p, called ‘‘active

probability’’. In each time slot, a node accesses medium when it has packets to transmit, so

the active probability is also the medium access probability. From the thinning property of

PPP [21], the spatial distributions of active nodes (source; the nodes which have packet to

transmit in this time slot) follow homogeneous PPP UA with density pk, and the spatial

distributions of idle nodes (the nodes which do not have packet to transmit in this time slot)

follow homogeneous PPP UI with density ð1� pÞk. Each source is associated with a target

destination at a fixed distance of d away with an arbitrary direction.

Each node is assumed to use the same power Pt for transmission. Due to the stationary

characteristics of PPP, the interference received by a typical destination could represent the

interference seen by other receivers. Figure 1 shows a transmission pair and its parameters,

where S represents source of typical transmission pair, PR represents potential relays, r

represents the selected relay, and D represents destination.

Throughout this paper, we consider slow-flat Rayleigh fading and path-loss for channel

model. For a source, the random variables hS;D , hS;r, hr;D represents empirical fading gains

of link from the source to its destination, from the source to its selected relay and from its

selected relay to its destination, respectively. Without loss of generality, let d be the

expected distance from the source to its destination, dS;r from the source to its selected

relay, and dr;D from its selected relay to its destination. From [39], the value of dS;r and dr;D

decreases when the node density k increases. In this paper, the CSI for a source is defined

as follows:

Definition 1 For a source, the CSI of link from the source to its destination cS;D is defined

as the channel gain (i.e., fading and power decay with distance)

cS;D ¼ hS;Dd�a:

Similarly, the CSI of link from the source to its selected relay cS;r and the CSI of link from

its selected relay to its destination cr;D are defined as

cS;r ¼hS;rd
�a
S;r ;

cr;D ¼hr;Dd�a
r;D;

respectively. The parameter a is the path-loss exponent.

2.2 Relay Selection Protocol

Relay selection protocols of ad hoc networks are designed to maximizing capacity or/and

minimizing outage probability. The max-min criterion [40–42], which maximizes the

minimum of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the source-relay link and relay-destination

link, has been proven optimal, which is defined as follows:

l� ¼ arg max
l

minfcS;l; cl;Dg; ð1Þ

where l is the index of the idle node which could receive both data from S and D, l� is the

selected relay index and ci;j is the channel gain between nodes i and j. Because all sources

conduct CC and thus relay selection process simultaneously, it is difficult to calculate the

probability that a source could obtain a selected relay after the relay selection. We define

this probability as follows:
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Phr :¼Theprobabilitythatanactivenodecould

obtainaselectedrelayafterrelayselection

The value of Phr is evaluated by simulations. Figure 2 shows that Phr only depends on the

active probability p. For simplicity of calculations, we assume that the set of locations of

selected relays Ur follows PPP with density Phrpk. The PPP assumption is valid when the

uncoordinated transmitting nodes are independently and uniformly distributed over the

network arena, which is often reasonable for networks with indiscriminate node placement or

substantial mobility [43]. If intelligent transmission scheduling is performed, the resulting

transmitter locations will most certainly not form a PPP. This framework has been extended to

CSMA, and the gains are not that large over Aloha [44, 45]. In this Sect. 5, we will discuss the

conditions when this assumption is valid by compared with simulation results.

2.3 Interference, Signal, and Successful Access Probability

Consider a typical transmission pair, the interference from the sources to the typical

destination is

IS ¼
X

Xj2UA

hXj
PtkXjk�a;

and from the selected relay to the typical destination is

Ir ¼
X

Yj2Ur

hYj
PtkYjk�a;

where hXj
and hYj

denote fading gains from node x 2 UA and y 2 Ur to the typical desti-

nation, respectively, kxk is the distance from node x to the typical destination, and a is the

path-loss exponent. For a typical transmission pair conducting DT, the received SINR is

SINRDT ¼
PthS;Dd�a

IS þ Ir þ r2
; ð2Þ

where r2 is the noise power level. For a typical transmission pair using cooperative relay,

we assume that relay protocol is Decode-and-Forward, and thus the received SINR is [1]

Fig. 2 The probability Phr that a
source could have a selected
relay after relay selection versus
node density k under different
active probability p
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SINRCC ¼ min
hS;r

da
S;r

;
hS;D

da
þ hr;D

da
r;D

( )
Pt

IS þ Ir þ r2
: ð3Þ

Without loss of generality, the noise power r2 is set to be zero. We assume that each

selected relay knows the data that the source transmits to destination. This scenario exists

under the situation that when the source transmits data to destination but the destination

does not receive data, then the source needs to retransmit, and the source would decide

whether to conduct CC in aid of the selected relay.

The following lemmas show the successful transmission probability (equal to the

complement of outage probability) achieved by DT and cooperative transmission, re-

spectively, for a source in ad hoc networks. These successful transmission probabilities

could be derived from the derivation of outage probability similar to [21] and [46]. Each

node is assumed to know the necessary parameters of the wireless network like node

density k, active probability p, the expected distance d from source to destination, dS;r from

source to selected relay, and dr;D from selected relay to destination.

To derive the success probability, we define a criterion to distinguish the strength of the

received SINR at the selected relay of typical transmission pair, which is also important to

the analysis of strategy choice and thus throughput.

Definition 2 For a typical source-destination pair, define that if the CSI of the link from

the source to its destination (i.e., cS;D), from the source to its selected relay (i.e., cS;r) and

from its selected relay to its destination (i.e., cr;D) satisfy

cS;r [ cS;D þ cr;D; ð4Þ

then the situation is defined as ‘‘strong relay received power’’ (SRRP). Otherwise, the

situation is defined as ‘‘weak relay received power’’ (WRRP).

Transmissions success occurs if the received SINR is larger than the threshold

b ¼ 22R � 1, where R is the desired information rate. The success probability (SP) of DT

and CC are derived as below:

Lemma 1 For a source using direct link transmission, the success probability (SP) of

transmission is denoted as

PDT
SP ðbÞ ¼ exp � 1þ Phr/ð Þpk

p2d
sinðpdÞ d

2bd

� �
; ð5Þ

where / is the probability that a source transmits with the aid of the selected relay, d is

defined as 2
a, and a is the path-loss exponent.

Proof The proof is presented in Appendix. h

Lemma 2 For a source using cooperative transmission, the success probability (SP) is

denoted as

PCC
SP ðbÞ ¼ð1� PSÞ exp ��d2

S;r

� �
þ PS

1� d
dr;D

� �a

�
�

exp ��d2
� �

� d

dr;D

� �a

exp ��d2
r;D

� �	
;

ð6Þ
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where � ¼ 1þ Phr/ð Þpk p2d
sinðpdÞ b

d, PS is the occurring probability of situation SRRP.

Proof The proof is presented in Appendix. h

Lemmas 1 and 2 shows the success transmission probability for a typical receiver using

DT and CC, respectively. In the following sections, we calculate the data rate and

throughput by Lemmas 1 and 2.

3 Problem Formulation

In practice, a node makes choice of transmission strategy (DT or CC) based on the possible

achievable data rate. To calculate the exact throughput of practical cooperative ad hoc

networks, the gains and costs for conducting CC have to be specified, which is the basis for

each source to choose transmission strategy.

In this paper, the gain of CC is the increased data rate than DT, which can be estimated

by the CSI (fading and power decay with distance) of links from the source to destination

(cS;D), source to selected relay (cS;r), and selected relay to destination (cr;D). The CSI can

be measured distributively by estimating the received probing packets [28–31], as shown in

Fig. 3. Particularly, each source only can acquire the CSI of links between the source, its

selected relay and its destination, but not the CSI of other source-destination pairs.

The cost of CC refers to the time a source spent to select the best relay and to measure

and collect cS;D, cS;r, and cr;D. If a source makes the strategy choice based on less CSI (i.e.,

only based on cS;DÞ, it saves the time to measure and collect CSI of other links (i.e., cS;r,

cr;D) thus it has more time for data transmission. However, the total data which can be

transmitted in a time slot may decrease if the inaccurate transmission strategy choice is

made due to the insufficient CSI. Thus, a source has to trade-off between more sufficient

information to choose strategy and the higher time cost to measure and collect the more

CSI.

To investigate the impacts from gains and costs for conducting CC to the strategy

choice of each source and thus the throughput, the following two scenarios are discussed:

• The cost of acquiring CSI can be ignored: Each source can collect the CSI of all links

of its source-destination pair (i.e., cS;D, cS;r , cr;D) by similar methods proposed in [40–

42], and then estimate the transmission data rate by DT and CC, respectively. The

decision of transmission strategy is made based on the amounts of data (bits/Hz/s)

which can be transmitted in a time slot.

• The cost of acquiring CSI can not be ignored: At beginning of each time slot, each

destination only can have cS;D, which is measured by the probing packet sent from

source [40–42]. Based on cS;D, the destination should decide to do DT or to spend time

selecting the best relay and collecting more CSI (i.e., cS;r, cr;D) by sending probing

packet to potential relays and the selected relay reporting cS;r and cr;D to the destination

[31]. If the destination choose to acquire cS;r and cr;D, then it decides whether to

conduct CC based on achievable data rate and thus the amounts of data (bits/Hz/s)

estimated by cS;D, cS;r and cr;D.

In the following subsections, the details of two scenarios are described and the corre-

sponding problem are formulated.
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3.1 The Cost of Acquiring CSI can be Ignored

In this scenario, each source can collects the CSI of all links of its source-destination pair

(i.e., cS;D, cS;r , cr;D) without spending any time cost. Based on cS;D, cS;r and cr;D, the

achievable data rate by conducting DT and CC precisely estimated by each source, which

the basis for a source to choose transmission strategy. Since the time cost to select relay r

and probe CSI cS;r, cr;D can be ignored, the time for data transmission is the whole time slot

t. If a source does not have a selected relay after relay selection process (no idle nodes in

the intersection of its transmission range and its destination’s transmission range), it

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 An example of the CSI
acquisition. a The source S1 and
S2 broadcasts their probing
packets, respectively. The
destination D1, D2 estimate CSI
cS1 ;D1

, cS2 ;D2
. And the potential

relays of S1 and S2 can measure
cS1 ;PR1

i
and cS2 ;PR2

i
for all i,

respectively, which is the CSI of
link from each source to their ith
potential relay. b Then the
destination D1, D2 broadcasts
their probing packets, which is
received by their potential relays
and the CSI cPR1

i
;D1

and cPR2
i
;D1

for all i are measured. c Based on
the relay selection algorithm [40–
42], the best relays r1, r2 of S1, S2

are chosen respectively. The
selected relay r1 reports the CSI
cS1 ;r1

, cr1 ;D1
to S1, D1, and the

selected relay r2 reports the CSI
cS2 ;r2

, cr2 ;D2
to S2, D2
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conducts DT. Figure 4 shows the flow diagram of a source to decide whether to do

cooperative transmission.

In practical cooperative ad hoc networks, since the global information of the entire

network is unavailable due to huge overhead, users make autonomous decisions based on

the current network conditions and individual preferences, and the achievable data rate of

each user is affected by the strategies chosen of others in the form of interference. Game

theory naturally addresses competition among users for limited network resources, models

the interaction between multiple devices, and the equilibrium, where individual users

cannot achieve better performance through individual actions, is analyzed [35, 47, 48].

Since a source only measures and collects CSI from links of its source-destination pair,

it can not estimate other sources’ data rate accurately due to have no knowledge about the

CSI of links of other source-destination pairs. In other words, a player (source) can not

accurately know other players’ preferences (achievable data rate) about their transmission

strategies. In game theory, this situation of at least one player has incomplete information

about others usually adopted by Bayesian game [33, 34, 49]. Basesian game assumes that

each player has its own type representing the private information of this player, and each

player only knows its own type but not others’. We may therefore obtain an equilibrium of

the game such as a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE), which is defined as operating points

where a player’s unilateral deviation from the equilibrium would bring less payoff to itself,

thereby motivating players to stay at equilibrium points. Consequently, these equilibria can

be used as robust operating points for decentralized wireless networks.

From the above discussion, our problem can be modeled as a Bayesian game as follows:

Definition 3 (Static Bayesian Game) The static Bayesian game is defined by

G ¼ fUA;A;C; s;Rg.

• A source in the wireless network is a player. The set of players is the set of sources UA

in the network.

• The set of actions A for player i 2 UA is A ¼ DT ; CC. Strategy ‘‘DT’’ represents DT,

and strategy ‘‘CC’’ represents that the player executes a relay selection process and

does cooperative transmission.

Fig. 4 The flow diagram of a
source when the cost of
collecting CSI and selecting the
best relay can be ignored
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• The CSI of the link from source i to its destination (cS;D), from source i to its selected

relay (cS;r) and from its selected relay to its destination (cr;D) can be classified into two

category:

(1) If c ¼ ðcS;D; cS;r; cr;DÞ satisfies cS;r [ cS;D þ cr;D, then c is classified to a set

called strong relay received power (SRRP) type.

(2) If c ¼ ðcS;D; cS;r; cr;DÞ satisfies cS;r\cS;D þ cr;D, then c is classified to a set called

weak relay received power (WRRP) type.

Defined the set of type as C ¼ SRRP;WRRP. Each player knows the exact values of its

type, but only the probability distribution of others’.

• The strategy function is s : C! A, where sðcÞ 2 A is the action of a typical player.

• For player i 2 UA, the payoff Ri associated with an action is the maximum data could

be transmitted in a time slot by the action, which can be estimated from CSI.

For the strategy DT,

Rið DT ; s�iÞ ¼ t log 1þ SINRDTð Þ ð7Þ

For the strategy CC,

Rið CC ; s�iÞ ¼ t log 1þ SINRCCð Þ; ð8Þ

where s�i denotes the collective strategies of all players expect player i.

In our definition, fundamental operation of a distributed ad hoc network are involved in

our Bayesian game model. Types of users capture the effects of asymmetry and uncertainty

information of channel conditions. Strategy stands for the possible decisions made by each

node.

3.2 The Cost of Acquiring CSI can Not be Ignored

At the beginning of each time slot, each source broadcasts a probing packet, which is

received by its destination and its potential relays. The term of ‘‘potential relays’’ is defined

as follows:

Definition 4 For a source, its potential relays refer to the nearby idle nodes which can

receive the probing packets from both the source and its destination. Without loss of

generality, we assume that the potential relays of a source is the idle nodes located in the

intersection of the transmission range of the source and the transmission range of its

destination. Thus, the number of potential relays for a source follows a Poisson random

variable M. We define the set of potential relays of a source as ‘‘PR’’.

For a source, the CSI cS;D can be measured by its destination based on the received

probing packet [28–30]. In this stage, the potential relays also receive and measure the CSI

from the received probing packet sent by the source. The CSI of the link from the source to

its ith potential relay is defined as cS;PRi
. However, it is impossible for the destination to

acquire all of cS;PRi
because the overhead of message passing by a large number of po-

tential relays can be too costly. Thus, the destination have to decide whether to conduct DT

only based on the knowledge of cS;D. If it decides to conduct DT, the source transmits data

to destination directly with full time slot t.

If the destination decides not to conduct DT (i.e., cS;D is too worse), it broadcasts a

probing packet to the potential relays. The CSI of the links from the destination to the ith
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potential relay is defined as cPRi;D. Thus, at this moment, potential relay i has both the CSI

of link from the source to potential relay i (i.e., cS;PRi
) and the CSI of link from potential

relay i to the destination (i.e., cPRi;D). By the distributed relay selection algorithm [40–42],

the best relay r is selected, and reports cS;r, cr;D to the destination. The process would take

time csum � t, which is the time cost for a destination spending to select the best relay and

get cS;r, cr;D. The parameter csum is defined as follows:

csum :¼ThefractionoftimetofirstlyprobeCSIof

linkstothenearbypotentialrelaysand

thenselectthebestrelay

After the relay selection process, the destination has the CSI of all links of its source-

destination pair (i.e., cS;D, cS;r , cr;D), which are used to estimate the achievable data rate of

DT and CC, respectively, and then make decision on transmission strategy.

Because of the decision can make transmission strategy choice by cS;D or spend time to

collect cS;r , cr;D in order to make choice more precisely, the CSI acquisition and the

decision of transmission strategy naturally form a two-level decision problem [31], in

which the destination is the ‘‘decision maker’’. The two-level decision is described as

follows:

(1) First-level decision: The destination decides to

• transmit to destination directly

• select the best relay r and collect the CSI cS;r, cr;D in order to make transmission

strategy choice more precisely (take time csum � t).

If the destination decides to select the best relay, it broadcasts a probing packet. All

of its potential relays receive the packet, and estimate cPR1;D; cPR2;D; ldots; cPRM ;D,

respectively. By the destributed relay selecting algorithm described in [40–42], the

potential relay with the highest estimated channel gain is selected and reports its CSI

(i.e., cS;r, cr;D) to the destination.

(2) Second-level decision: The destination decides to

• transmit directly

• conduct cooperative communication (CC)

based on all CSI (i.e., cS;D, cS;r , cr;D) of links of its source-destination pair.

Figure 5 shows that the flow diagram of choosing transmission strategy in this scenario.

Since the global information and centralized control is unavailable, the determination of

the transmission strategy (DT and CC) of each destination solely depends on the achiev-

able data rate and the time for data transmission. The preference of each transmission

strategy (DT or CC) is shown by total data transmitted in a time slot, which is also called

‘‘utility’’ and described in the following subsections.

(1) Utility of First-level decision: At the first-level decision, the destination has to make

decision on transmission strategy only based on cS;D. The utility function RDT ;1 of doing

DT at the first-level decision is the expected data which could be transmitted in a time slot

by conducting DT
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RDT ;1 ¼ t logð1þ SINRDTÞ: ð9Þ

And the utility function RCC;1 of probing cS;r, cr;D and selecting the best relay is the

expected data which could be transmitted in a time slot by not conducting DT,

RCC;1 ¼ ð1� csumÞt

� E max
i
fminflogð1þ Ptcs;PRi

Þ; logð1þ PtcS;D þ PtcPRi;dÞgg
� 	

;
ð10Þ

where cs;PRi
and cPRi;d denotes the channel gain of the link from the source to its ith

potential relay and the channel gain of the link from its ith potential relay to its destination,

which are exponential random variables since the channel fading is Rayleigh fading.

(2) Utility of Second-level decision: At the second-level decision, cS;D, cS;r and cr;D are

known to the destination, such that the received SINR by conducting DT and CC can be

derived easily. The utility function RDT ;2 of doing DT is

RDT ;2 ¼ ð1� csumÞt logð1þ SINRDTÞ; ð11Þ

And the utility function RCC;2 of conducting CC is

RCC;2 ¼ ð1� csumÞt logð1þ SINRCCÞ; ð12Þ

In the following sections, the cooperation beneficial criterion and throughput are discussed

based on these utility functions.

4 Throughput Analysis

4.1 The Cost of Acquiring CSI can be Ignored

In this subsection, we explore the benefit of cooperation in ad hoc network by using

throughput as our main performance index. The throughput of three different kinds of

network scenarios are derived explicitly:

Fig. 5 The flow diagram of the
decision of transmission strategy
when the cost of collecting CSI
and selecting the best relay can
not be ignored
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• Case 1: The totally non-cooperative scenario.

• Case 2: The always-cooperative scenario where each each player blindly executes CC

no matter fading gains and other factors.

• Case 3: The cooperative scenario, where each node can decide whether to use relay

distributively. In Case 3, since each node make the cooperation decision independently

and affect the performance of each other through co-channel interference. Game theory

provides as an effective analytical tools to predict the outcome of complex interactions

among rational entities [47, 48], and is thus employed as the foundation to facilitate our

goal. Since a node does not know the preferences about transmission strategies of other

pairs, the analysis is facilitated by a Bayesian game. By comparing the results of

throughput in three different scenarios, we can identify pros and cons of cooperation in

wireless networks.

Case 1 could be seen as a benchmark, Case 2 discusses that is blindly cooperation

beneficial to the entire network, and Case 3 discuss that the situation that nodes make

decision rationally based on the payoff. These cases are elaborated as follows.

• Case 1: We consider an ad hoc network where each player conducts DT without relays.

The throughput of this case is considered as the benchmark of throughput.

• Case 2: We consider the case that each player blindly executes CC no matter whatever

the CSI cS;D, cS;r, cr;D are.

• Case 3: We consider the case that each player decides whether to conduct CC

according to available CSI cS;D, cS;r , cr;D and the payoffs corresponding to strategy

‘‘DT’’ and ‘‘CC’’. We assume that each player is selfish and rational, and makes a

decision in order to maximize its own payoff.

In the following theorems, the corresponding performances of these three cases could be

evaluated.

Theorem 1 For Case 1, when every player uses strategy DT, the expected throughput

(bits/time slot/Hz/unit area) is

TDTðk; pÞ ¼ �pkt

Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPDT
SP ðxÞ ð13Þ

Theorem 2 For Case 2, when every player uses strategy CC, the expected throughput

(bits/time slot/Hz/unit area) is shown as

TCCðk; pÞ ¼ pkt

��
Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞ
�
ð1� PhrÞdPDT

SP ðxÞ þ PhrdPCC
SP ðxÞ

�
;

ð14Þ

where Phr is the probability that a source has a selected relay after the relay selection

process.

For Case 3, an appropriate solution concept is via the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium

(BNE), which is a fixed point of the best responses of all players in a non-cooperative

game, i.e., no player can improve his/her utility function by a unilateral deviation from the

NE. The Bayesian Nash Equilibrium is defined as follows.

Definition 5 siðhiÞ is a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium if and only if:
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siðciÞ 2 arg max
aj2si

E piðaj; s�iðc�iÞÞjci


 �
ð15Þ

for all ci and for all player i, where ci is the type vector of player i, and s�iðc�iÞ denotes the

collective strategies of all players expect player i.

By (5) and (6), we could derive the expected payoff of DT and CC under the type c is

given. The expected payoff for player i by choosing strategy DT is:

E½Rið DT ; s�iðc�iÞÞjci�

¼ t �
Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPDT
SP ðxÞ

� �
:

ð16Þ

For player i choosing strategy CC, if its type belongs to SRRP (see Def. 2), which means

that the CSI of link from the source to its selected relay is larger than the sum of the CSI of

link from the source to its destination and the CSI of link from its selected relay to

destination its, the expected payoff is as

E½Rið CC ; s�iðc�iÞÞjci 2 SRRP�

¼ t �
Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPCC
SP ðxjci 2 SRRPÞ

� � ð17Þ

For player i choosing strategy CC, if its type belongs to WRRP, which means that the CSI

of link from the source to its selected relay is smaller than the sum of the CSI of link from

the source to its destination and the CSI of link from its selected relay to its destination, the

expected payoff is as

E½Rið CC ; s�iðc�iÞÞjci 2 WRRP�

¼ t �
Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPCC
SP ðxjci 2 WRRPÞ

� � ð18Þ

From (16), (17) and (18), we have found the decision criteria of a player to decide whether

to execute CC.

Definition 6 To make the representation of decision criteria and throughput more clearly,

we define the achievable data rate by conducting DT, conducting CC in SRRP type, and

conducting CC in WRRP type as follows:

The achievable data rate by conducting CC is

drDT ¼ �
Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPDT
SP ðxÞ;

The achievable data rate by conducting CC in SRRP type is

drCC
SRRP ¼ �

Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPCC
SP ðxjhi 2 SRRPÞ

The achievable data rate by conducting CC in WRRP type is

drCC
WRRP ¼�

Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPCC
SP ðxjhi 2 WRRPÞ;
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The following lemma shows the BNE of the game. And then the throughput TEQðk; pÞ at

equilibrium is derived from this lemma.

Lemma 3 (Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE)) If player i’s type is SRRP, its BNE

strategy satisfies

siðciÞ� ¼
CC if

drDT

drCC
SRRP

\1

DT otherwise:

8
<

: ð19Þ

And, if player i’s type is WRRP, its BNE strategy satisfies

siðciÞ� ¼
CC if

dS;r

r
\1 and

drDT

drCC
WRRP

\1

DT otherwise;

8
<

: ð20Þ

Proof The proof is presented in Appendix. h

In Lemma 3, drCC
WRRP represents the data rate by conducting CC in type WRRP, drDT

represents the data rate by conducting DT, and drCC
SRRP represents the data rate by con-

ducting CC in type SRRP. Lemma 3 suggests that for player i, if the ratio of the estimated

data rate of DT to the estimated data rate of CC is smaller than the fraction of time to

transmit data 1, then the source chooses to conduct CC. If not, the source chooses to

conduct DT.

Theorem 3 For Case 3, when every player decides transmission strategy according to

its CSI cS;D, cS;r, cr;D and the payoffs corresponding to conduct strategy ‘‘DT’’ and ‘‘CC’’,

the expected throughput at equilibrium (bits/time slot/Hz/unit area) is

TEQðk; pÞ ¼ ð21Þ

TDTðp; kÞ if p� pmax andk\kthðpÞ
TCCðp; kÞ if p� pmax andk� kthðpÞ
PST 0CCðp; kÞ þ ð1� PSÞT 0DTðp; kÞ if p [ pmax;

8
<

: ð22Þ

where pmax is the maximal active probability p under which exists a node density threshold

kthðpÞ, PS is the occurring probability of situation SRRP. Under p� pmax, if node density

k\kthðpÞ, all players would choose strategy DT, if k� kthðpÞ, all players would choose

strategy CC. T 0DTðp; kÞ and T 0CCðp; kÞ are throughput similar to (13), (14) but the trans-

mitting node density is replaced to be ð1þ PhrPSÞpk.

Proof The proof is presented in Appendix. h

The main theorems in this section supply the explicit formula of throughput in both non-

cooperative and cooperative networks. From this theorem, the benefit of throughput by

conducting CC in ad hoc networks could be quantified. And then we could know the

explicit parameter region of node density and network traffic load where conducting CC is

beneficial to the entire network. The derived value of pmax is located between 0:2 and 0:3.

In Theorems 1, 2, and 3, there are something worth notice:

• If the active probability p is smaller than pmax, the throughput achieved by every source

maximizing their data rate selfishly TEQðp; kÞ is equal to the throughput achieved by

every source conducting DT TDTðp; kÞ when the node density k is smaller than the
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threshold kthðpÞ. When the node density k is higher than the threshold kthðpÞ, TEQðp; kÞ
is equal to the throughput achieved by every source conducting CC TCCðp; kÞ, which

shows that the TEQ is also the highest throughput under p \ pmax.

• If the active probability p is larger than pmax, the throughput achieved by every source

maximizing their data rate selfishly TEQðp; kÞ is not the highest throughput. In order to

achieve the highest throughput, the operation rule of each source should be designed to

provide incentive to each source to conducting DT. The reason is that, for a source,

conducting CC is more advantageous in outage probability and thus throughput if

others conducting DT. The phenomenon is similar to the prisoner’s dilemma. Compare

with the throughput achieved by selfish behavior TEQðp; kÞ, the increase of throughput

is TDTðp; kÞ � TEQðp; kÞ, which is more distinct in larger node density (lower maximum

transmission range).

From the above analysis, to control the global throughput by local transmission se-

lection, the algorithm is proposed as follows. To support this algorithm, there are some

estimators deployed in the network to estimate current source density [50–53].

Algorithm 1

1: At the beginning of each time slot, each estimator node estimates the node density of

current state of network (the time to do estimation assumed to be ignored), and then

broadcasts the estimated value of node density to its nearby sources.

2: Each source decides its transmission strategy based on the received node density. If
the value is below the node density threshold, then

3: Each source chooses their strategy which maximizes its transmission data; otherwise,

each source chooses to conduct direct transmission.

To control an ad hoc network with heterogeneous nodes, the most important thing is to

ensure each node having the aspiration to follow the same protocol. These motivation will

be analyzed in our future work.

4.2 The Cost of Acquiring CSI can Not be Ignored

Each node in the network is rational and focuses on maximizing its own transmission data

rate. Thus, at the first-level decision, the destination decides to conduct direct transmission

if the expected achievable data rate is higher the expected achievable data rate by con-

ducting CC. Otherwise, the destination decides to probe the CSI of links from destination

to nearby potential relays cPR1;D; cPR2;D; . . .; cPRM ;D and select the best relay. That is, if

E½RCC;1jcS;D� �E½RDT ;1jcS;D�; ð23Þ

then the destination chooses to do the best relay selection process, where cS;D is the channel

of link from the source to its decision and known by the destination in the first-level

decision. Since both the best relay r and the CSI cS;r , cr;D are unknown to the destination in

this decision level, the destination only can estimate the expectation of achievable data rate

by conducting CC from the probability distribution of node density and channel fading

cPRi;D 8i. The detail of CSI acquisition of the two-level decision is shown in Fig. 5. From

(9) and (10), the decision criteria of the first-level decision could be rewrite as
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E

"
E max

i
flogð1þminfcS;PRi

; cS;D þ cPRi;dgÞg
� 	

j cS;D

#

�
logð1þ cS;DÞ
ð1� csumÞ

;

ð24Þ

In order to calculate the expectation term of (24), the success transmission probability of

choosing to select the best relay r and probing cS;r , cr;D in the first-level decision is

required. In order to derived the success probability term PSPðxÞ, the probability density

function of the expected data rate by selecting the best relay r and probing cS;r, cr;D is

derived in the following:

Lemma 4 The probability density function ffg of

E max
i
fminfcs;PRi

; cS;D þ cPRi;Dgg
� 	

;

which is the expected channel gain used to be estimate the achievable data rate by

selecting the best relay r and probing cS;r , cr;D at the first-level decision, is

ffgðxÞ ¼ f ðxÞ exp krPScS;D F xð Þ � 1ð Þ
� �

; ð25Þ

where

f ðxÞ ¼ 1

a � b � c exp �
x� PScS;D

a

� �
� exp �

x� PScS;D

b

� �� �
;

FðxÞis the cumulative distribution function off ðxÞ;

where f is the channel gain of minfcs;PRi
; cS;D þ cPRi;Dg for all i since the distribution of

node location follows Poisson point process. And ffg is the max-min channel gain of the

source-potential relay i-destination paths, for all i.

By Lemma 4, the probability distribution of the max-min channel gain of the source-the

ith potential relay-the destination paths for all i is derived. The success transmission

probability term PSPðxÞ is simply the occurring probability of the achievable data rate of

the link in which the max-min SNR is larger than the desired transmission rate threshold R,

and derived as follows:

Lemma 5 The successful transmission probability PSPðRÞ of selecting the best relay r

and probing cS;r, cr;D in the first-level decision is

PSPðRÞ ¼
Z 1

R

ffgðxÞdx; ð26Þ

where R is the desired transmission rate threshold, ffgðxÞ is described in Lemma 4.

The expected achievable data rate can be easily calculated by using the success

transmission probability term PSPðxÞ and the equation of expected transmission data rateR1
0
� logð1þ xÞdPSPðxÞ. Since the destination chooses transmission strategy rationally and

solely based on achievable transmission rate and the time for data transmission, the de-

cision criteria of the first decision level is derived as follows:

Lemma 6 The decision criteria of the destination in the first-level decision is
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s ¼ DT if

R1
0
� logð1þ xÞdPSPðxÞ

logð1þ cS;DÞ
\

1

ð1� csumÞ
CC otherwise;

8
<

:

Lemma 6 shows the decision criteria of the first-level decision, which is simply cal-

culated the expected maximum data rate achieved by conducting CC and direct trans-

mission, respectively. Since the destination does not known the information about its

selected relay at this decision level, it only could compute the expected maximum data rate

based on the probability distribution of node density and cS;D.

After the destination broadcasts probing packet, the selected relay r reports the CSI cS;r,

cr;D to the destination. Thus, at the second-level decision, the destination has all CSI (cS;D,

cS;r, cr;D). Since the destination is rationally and only can make transmission strategy

choice based on the expected achievable data rate, it conducts direct transmission if the

achieved rate by direct transmission is higher than CC. That is, if

E½RCC;2jcS;D; cS;r; cr;D�\E½RDT ;2jcS;D; cS;r; cr;D�; ð27Þ

the destination decides to do direct transmission. Otherwise, the destination decides to

conduct CC. In this decision level, the CSI cS;D; cS;r; cr;D are known to the destination. Thus,

the second-level decision criteria is simply described in the following, which is based on (27):

Lemma 7 The decision criteria of the destination in the second-level decision is

s ¼ DT if
minfcS;r; cS;D þ cr;Dg

cS;D

\1

CC otherwise:

8
<

: ð28Þ

By the above analysis, in the following theorem we derived the expected throughput

(bits/time slot/Hz/unit area) of ad hoc networks in which users can choose transmission

strategy based on the achievable data rate and the time cost to measure and collect CSI and

select the best relay can not be neglected:

Theorem 4 The expected throughput TTD (bits/time slot/Hz/unit area) of an ad hoc

network with a mixed transmission scheme (DT or CC) under the situation that the time

cost to measure and collect CSI and select the best relay can not be ignored is

TTDðp; kÞ ¼ pkt

�
l1drDT þ l2 PSdrDT

SRRP þ ð1� PSÞdrDT
SRRP

� �
;

where

l1 ¼pDT ;1 þ ð1� pDT ;1Þ
� ðð1� PhrÞð1� csumÞ þ ð1� ð1� PhrÞð1� csumÞÞpDT ;2Þ;

l2 ¼PSð1� PhrÞð1� csumÞð1� pDT ;1Þð1� pDT ;2Þ

pDT ;1 ¼P �
Z 1

0

logð1þ xÞdPSPðxÞ\
logð1þ cS;DÞ

1� csum

� �
;

pDT ;2 ¼P
minfcS;r; cS;D þ cr;Dg

cS;D

\1

 !

¼ expð�cS;DÞ;
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where pDT ;1 is the probability that the destination chooses to conduct direct transmission in

the first-level decision, and pDT ;2 is the probability that the destination chooses to conduct

direct transmission in the second-level decision.

From Theorem 4, if all destinations in the network choose direct transmission at the

first-level decision ðpDT ;1 ¼ 1Þ, that is, no destination conducting CC, then all sources

transmit directly to their destination ðpDT ;2 ¼ 0Þ. The throughput TDT
TD is

TDT
TD ðp; kÞ ¼ pkt drDT

� �
; ð29Þ

where drDT is the data rate by conducting direct transmission (See Def. 6). TDT
TD is the

highest throughput could be achieved under the time cost to get CSI can not be neglected.

If all destinations in the network choose CC at the first-level decision ðpDT ;1 ¼ 0Þ and also

CC at the second-level decision ðpDT ;2 ¼ 0Þ, that is, no destination conducting direct

transmission, then the throughput TCC
TD is

TCC
TD ðp; kÞ ¼ pkt

�
l3drDT þ l4 PSdrCC

SRRP þ ð1� PSÞdrCC
WRRP

� �
; ð30Þ

where

l3 ¼ð1� PhrÞð1� csumÞ
l4 ¼PSð1� PhrÞð1� csumÞ;

drDT is the data rate by conducting direct transmission, drCC
SRRP is the data rate by con-

ducting CC in SRRP type, and drCC
WRRP is the data rate by conducting CC in WRRP type

(See Def. 6). TCC
TD is the lowest throughput could be achieved under situation that the time

cost to get CSI can not be neglected. If all destinations choose CC at the first-level decision

ðpDT ;1 ¼ 0Þ and all choose direct transmission at the second-level decision ðpDT ;2 ¼ 1Þ,
that is, both cS;D and cS;r are not good enough, then the throughput T

DT ;P
TD is

T
DT ;P
TD ðp; kÞ ¼ pkt ð1� csumÞ � drDT

� �
; ð31Þ

where drDT is the data rate by conducting direct transmission (See Def. 6). T
DT ;P
TD means the

throughput achieved by all destinations decide to conduct direct transmission after

spending time to select the best relay and probe cS;r, cr;D.

The difference between the throughput of all transmission pairs conducting CC and

conducting direct transmission is TDT
TD � TCC

TD . We derived the condition of CC beneficial to

network on the view of throughput as follows:

DTis more beneficial if
PSdrCC

SRRP þ ð1� PSÞdrCC
WRRP

drDT
\

1� l3

l4
CCis more beneficial otherwise;

8
<

: ð32Þ

where

l3 ¼ð1� PhrÞð1� csumÞ
l4 ¼PSð1� PhrÞð1� csumÞ;

drDT is the data rate by conducting direct transmission, drCC
SRRP is the data rate by con-

ducting CC in SRRP type, and drCC
WRRP is the data rate by conducting CC in WRRP type
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(See Def. 6). This condition is derived easily by satisfying TDT
TD � TCC

TD \0. The throughput

improvement can be quantified by this condition.

The main theorem supplies the exact throughput achieved when the time cost to acquire

the CSI can not be neglected. From Theorem 4, the cooperation beneficial condition is

derived, and the explanation to the cooperation beneficial condition is discussed in the

following sections. Theorem 4 shows that the throughput with the cost be neglected is an

upper bound of the throughput with the cost can not be neglected, and we discuss some

methods to close to the bound of throughput with the cost be neglected in Sect. 5.

5 Result

5.1 The Cost of Acquiring CSI can be Ignored

(1) Simulation step: We consider a realistic wireless ad hoc network, so the parameters of

simulation are set to be corresponding the realistic value: The network coverage is set to be

10 km � 10 km, the path-loss exponent a is set to be 4 (urban and suburban networks), and

the SINR threshold R is set to be 7:8. The maximum data transmission range is calculated

by dmax ¼ max d : P
Pthd�a

Iþr2 �R
� �

� ��
n o

, the transmission power Pt is set to be 20 dBm,

and the distance d from source to destination is set to be 0:6 km.

(2) Simulation result: In this subsection, we discuss the cooperation beneficial condition on

the view of throughput, and explain the method to achieve highest throughput in ad hoc

networks in which nodes choose their transmission strategy independently only based on

the achievable data rate. The throughput of the three cases described in Sect. 3.1 are shown

in Fig. 6.

Due to the concern on the accuracy of adopting PPP to model locations of relays, we can

observe that the PPP can be extremely accurate when the maximum transmission range

dmax is smaller than
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ln �
�ð1þPhrÞpk pd

sin pdR
d

q
, which is typical in the practical deployment. Thus,

this result suggests the feasibility of adopting the PPP to capture locations of relays. In the

following, we use both numerical result and simulation under the maximum transmission

range is smaller than
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ln �
�ð1þPhrÞpk pd

sin pdR
d

q
to make conclusion. Otherwise, we only use

simulation result to make conclusion.

From Theorems 1, 2, 3 and Fig. 6, the factors which impact the gain by cooperation in

network can be summed up to

(1) traffic load

(2) maximum transmission range

The throughput of Case 1 (never cooperation) and Case 2 (always cooperation) described

in Sect. 3.1 show that the throughput by all CC outperforms all direct transmission under

lower traffic (lower p) but are almost the same under higher traffic (higher p). The reason is

described as follows: When traffic load is higher, the number of packets transmitted

simultaneously increases, so the received interference increases too and thus increase

outage probability. Conversely, when traffic load is lower, both the received interference

and outage probability decrease. For Theorems 1, 2, 3 and Fig. 6, generally speaking, if the

maximum transmission range dmax satisfies the criterion
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ln �
�3ð1þPhrÞp pd

sin pdR
d

q
\dmax �

ffiffiffi
k
p

\
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ln �
�ð1þPhrÞp pd

sin pdR
d

q
, the throughput can be improved by conducting CC. Otherwise, the
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Fig. 6 The numerical results and
simulation results of expected
throughput TDT (red curve), TCC

(blue curve) and TEQ (black

curve) under traffic load a
p ¼ 0:1, b p ¼ 0:2, c p ¼ 0:3, d
p ¼ 0:4, e p ¼ 0:5. (Color figure
online)
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throughput is decreased. The reason is described as follows: If the length of maximum

transmission range is short, CC is not beneficial since the network is disconnected and a

source is hard to find a relay with cS;r better than cS;D. If the maximum transmission range

is long, CC is also not beneficial due to the cooperative gain cancelled by the increased

interference. This phenomenon implies that

• CC is only suitable to low data rate wireless ad hoc network, e.g., sensor networks.

• CC relies on carefully designed distributed power control algorithm to maintain the

beneficial maximum transmission range in large-scale ad hoc networks.

Figure 6 verifies the analysis in Sect. 4.1. For the graphs of traffic load p ¼ 0:1 and

p ¼ 0:2, if the node density satisfies k\kthðpÞ, the throughput of Nash Equilibrium (NE) is

equal to TD, and if the node density satisfies k� kthðpÞ, the throughput of NE is equal to

TCC. For the graphs of p ¼ 0:3, p ¼ 0:4 and p ¼ 0:5, the throughput of NE is between TDT

and TCC. The highest throughput is equal to TDT . This phenomenon implies that

• under lower traffic load, the highest throughput is achieved easily by each node

choosing strategy selfishly based on data rate.

• under higher traffic load, the highest throughput is achieved by carefully design the

incentive of each node to choose direct transmission.

5.2 The Cost of Acquiring CSI can Not be Ignored

(1) The Comparison of throughput under Different Traffic Loads: In this subsection, we

discuss the situation in which cooperation is beneficial to the network on the view of

throughput, and explain the method to achieve highest throughput in ad hoc networks

where nodes choose their transmission strategy independently only based on data rate.

From (32), DT is more advantageous than CC on the view of throughput if the CSI of

the link from source to destination of each transmission pair is good enough. The reason is

shown as follows: If the CSI of the link from source to destination is good enough, then all

destination choose to conduct transmission and achieve the highest throughput due to the

lower received interference. CC benefits the network only if the two condition is satisfied:

• the time required to probing CSI of links to potential relays and selecting the best relay

is lower.

• the node density of network is lower.

The reason is shown as follows: If node density of network is lower, the data rate decrease

suffered from received interference becomes smaller, too. If the time cost to probing CSI

and select the best relay is lower, each source has more time to transmit data by conducting

CC. It means that the data rate by CC is less impacted by the time cost, and CC has more

opportunities to outperform direct transmission.

Comparing with Figs. 7, 8 and 9, the throughput difference between all cooperation and

all-noncooperation is smaller when the traffic load becomes larger. The reason is described

as follows: Since it is hard for a source to have a selected relay under higher traffic load as

shown in Fig. 2, most sources only can conduct direct transmission at second-level deci-

sion. For the same reason, if network node density increases, the difference of throughput

between the network with all cooperation and with all noncooperation decreases, too.

Figs. 7, 8 and 9 also shows that, under higher node density, the throughput of lower traffic

load is higher than higher traffic load. The reason is that the received interference is lower

under lower traffic, so the higher data rate can be achieved.
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(2) The Comparison of throughput under Different Time Cost: Fig. 10 and (29) show

that the comparison of the throughput under different csum, which is the time cost ratio to

probe the CSI of links from the destination to the potential relays and then select the best

relay. In order to make CC more beneficial, since the throughput is directly proportional to

1� csum, how to decrease csum is needed to be considered. The reason is simply due to the

Fig. 7 Throughput versus node
density under 0:1 packets
transmitted per time slot with the
probability of choosing direct
transmission at first-level
decision (pDT ;1) is equal to 0:1,

0:5, 0:9 (from up to down). The
purple dashed line represents the
throughput under the probability
of choosing direct transmission at
second-level decision (pDT ;2) is

equal to 0:1, the blue line
represents the throughput under
pDT ;2 ¼ 0:5, and the red dotted

line represents the throughput
under pDT ;2 ¼ 0:9. (Color figure

online)
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time for data transmission increases when the time cost is reduced. This phenomenon

shows that each node should restrict the transmission range such that each destination only

probe and select relay from potential relays located in nearby small region. The time to

probe the CSI of links to the potential relays and select the best relay can be saved since the

time required for relay selection process decreases due to the less number of potential

relays of each destination.

Fig. 8 Throughput versus node
density under 0:3 packets
transmitted per time slot with the
probability of choosing direct
transmission at first-level
decision (pDT ;1) is equal to 0:1,

0:5, 0:9 (from up to down). The
purple dashed linerepresents the
throughput under the probability
of choosing direct transmission at
second-level decision (pDT ;2) is

equal to 0:1, the blue line
represents the throughput under
pDT ;2 ¼ 0:5, and the red dotted

line represents the throughput
under pDT ;2 ¼ 0:9. (Color figure

online)
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Fig. 9 Throughput versus node
density under 0:5 packets
transmitted per time slot with the
probability of choosing direct
transmission at first-level
decision (pDT ;1) is equal to 0:1,

0:5, 0:9 (from up to down). The
purple dashed line represents the
throughput under the probability
of choosing direct transmission at
second-level decision (pDT ;2) is

equal to 0:1, the blue line
represents the throughput under
pDT ;2 ¼ 0:5, and the red dotted

line represents the throughput
under pDT ;2 ¼ 0:9. (Color figure

online)
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6 Conclusion

CC can improve performance of a single transmission pair by achieving cooperative di-

versity. However, the gain by cooperation may be reduced in networks due to the increased

interference. In this paper, the fundamental problem for the benefits by conducting co-

operation to realistic large-scale wireless ad hoc networks is addressed by a distributed

network control paradigm in which competitive situation-aware users choose transmission

strategy with regard to their network usage based on the current network conditions and the

individual preferences they have. Leveraging the cost of acquiring information about

Fig. 10 Throughput versus node
density under 0:1, 0:3 and 0:5
packets transmitted per time slot
(from up to down) with the
probability of choosing direct
transmission at first-level
decision (pDT ;1) is equal to 0:1.

The purple dashed line represents
the throughput under the cost of
cooperation (csum) is equal to 0:1,
the blue line represents the
throughput under csum ¼ 0:2, and
the red dotted line represents the
throughput under csum ¼ 0:3.
(Color figure online)
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current network conditions and the transmission data rate, we provide the first work on the

throughput analysis of realistic wireless ad hoc networks. Furthermore, by analytically

quantifying the increase of throughput and deriving the cooperation beneficial region, a

novel operation algorithm for each node is proposed to guarantee the highest throughput

could be achieve, which provides a way to distributed control the large-scale network

performance by local operations.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1

The proof is similarly presented in [21, 46]. The term ð1þ Phr/Þpk denotes the trans-

mitting node density of the network.

Proof of Lemma 2

We rewrite

PCC
SP ðRÞ

¼P
Pt minfhS;rd

�a
S;r ; hS;Dd�a þ hr;Dd�a

r;Dg
IS þ Ir þ r2

�R

� �

¼ 1� PSð ÞP
PthS;rd

�a
S;r

IS þ Ir þ r2
�R

� �

þ PSP
PthS;Dd�a þ Pthr;Dd�a

r;D

IS þ Ir þ r2
�R

� �

ð33Þ

The rest of proof is similar to [21, 46].

Proof of Theorem 3

From other player’s decisions only changed the interference level, that is, / in (16), (17)

and (18). No matter what other players’ decisions are, (19) and (20) are the dominant

strategies for players with PthS;rd
�a
S;r [ PthS;Dd�a þ Pthr;Dd�a

r;D and

PthS;rd
�a
S;r \PthS;Dd�a þ Pthr;Dd�a

r;D, respectively.

Proof of Theorem 3

According to Lemma 3, when p� pmax, all players would choose strategy DT if k\kthðpÞ,
and choose strategy CC if k� kthðpÞ. kthðpÞ depends on p. When p [ pmax, each player whose

type satisfies PthS;rd
�a
S;r [ PthS;Dd�a þ Pthr;Dd�a

r;D would choose strategy CC and each player

whose type satisfies PthS;rd
�a
S;r \PthS;Dd�a þ Pthr;Dd�a

r;D would choose strategy DT.
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